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INTRODUCTION
With over 50 years experience in the provision of recruitment solutions for manufacturing and
engineering, ATA Recruitment have established themselves as market leaders. Not only do
we pride ourselves and providing a quality service, but we like to share our market expertise
with you too.
You may have already seen our permanent salary survey report detailing the average
salaries offered to our candidates in 2020. The recruitment of maintenance engineers across
the UK is a huge proportion of what we do, so we thought we would give you a more detailed
breakdown of the market.
2020 was a challenging year for everyone due to the pandemic and economic uncertainty
caused by it. However, the need to attract and retain good quality Maintenance Engineers is
still an ongoing challenge for our customers.
We continue to see a widening skills gap in the market, and the rapid growth of markets such
as automated distribution has seen companies constantly reviewing and increasing their
salaries in an effort to remain competitive.
The data we have collected has come from a large cross section of the market for both
SME’s and large blue chips in industries such as, Food, Automated Distribution, Construction
Materials, FMCG, and General Manufacturing.
We hope it gives you a benchmark for where you are in the market, please get in touch to
discuss the findings of this report in more detail.

C.Addison
Chris Addison, Director
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SALARIES BY REGION
YORKSHIRE

EAST MIDLANDS

Mechanical

£34,500

Mechanical

£39,100

Electrical

£38,500

Electrical

£40,900

Multiskilled

£36,500

Multiskilled

£39,700

WEST MIDLANDS

SOUTH

Mechanical

£36,500

Mechanical

£41,300

Electrical

£38,200

Electrical

£42,800

Multiskilled

£39,400

Multiskilled

£41,700

salary shift from 2019

+5%

+1%

-2%

mechanical

ELECTRICAL

MULTISKILLED

ata recruitment, EXPERTS IN MAINTENANCE
We have added 11,000 fully registered Maintenance Engineers to our database
in the last 5 years
65% of placements in 2020 came from candidates on our database, many of
whom weren't actively looking for a new role
On average, it took us just 25.2 working days to place a Maintenance Engineer,
and only 21 if the candidate was already on our database
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ABOUT ATA RECRUITMENT
ATA Recruitment has been supporting the growth of the engineering and manufacturing sectors
for over 50 years. We're passionate about attracting and retaining people in the industry, so our
expertise lies in helping our clients find the best talent suited to their business needs. It's the
combination of our people, industry knowledge and proven processes that really makes us
unique, allowing us to provide tailored recruitment and workforce management solutions to
companies all over the UK.

info@ata-recruitment.co.uk
www.ata-recruitment.co.uk

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
If you're looking for a job or want to join our extensive database to hear about future opportunities,
contact us for a chat and sign up to receive tailored job alerts straight to your inbox.

Sign up for job alerts

INTERESTED IN MORE?
ATA Recruitment have also
produced Permanent and
Contract Engineering Salary
Reports as well as an
Executive Reports that will be
vital to your business this year.
To receive these reports
directly in your inbox, sign up
to our blog below or get in
touch with our specialist team.

Sign up to ATA Recruitment blog
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